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Look Who Lives in the Ocean! 
Vocabulary 1 

 
Using colored pencils, connect each word on the left with its meaning on the right. 
 
amateur       to the highest degree 
         
athlete       a small piece of food  
 
behold       to jump or dive quickly and energetically
  
creepy       in abundance    
    
decay       t o shine with a soft wavering light 
  
enchanting      a traditional story from the past  
  
envision       to pick up in a quick smooth movement  
 
extreme       to rot  

         
fabulous       someone unpaid; unskilled at an activity
       
façade       mythical sea woman with a fish tail 
 
galore       causing fear or unease   
 
gist       to see; to observe 

       
legend       delightfully charming or attractive 
 
mermaid       a painful or troubling experience 
 
morsel       extraordinary; excellent 
    
ordeal       visualize; imagine 
 
plunge       a person who competes at sports  
 
puckered       a deceptive outward appearance  
         
scoop       the essence of a speech or text  
              
shimmer       wrinkled; gathered tightly into folds 
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Look Who Lives in the Ocean! 
Vocabulary 1 KEY 

 
Using colored pencils, connect each word on the left with its meaning on the right. 
                ANSWERS: 
amateur     extreme  to the highest degree   

      
athlete     morsel  a small piece of food  
 
behold     plunge  to jump or dive quickly and energetically 

 
creepy     galore  in abundance    
   
decay     shimmer t o shine with a soft wavering light 
 
enchanting    legend  a traditional story from the past   
 
envision     scoop  to pick up in a quick smooth movement  
         
extreme     decay  to rot 
       
fabulous     amateur someone unpaid; unskilled at an activity 
 
façade      mermaid mythical sea woman with a fish tail  
 
galore     creepy  causing fear or unease 
 
gist     behold  to see; to observe     
   
legend     enchanting delightfully charming or attractive 
 
mermaid     ordeal  a painful or troubling experience  
  
morsel     fabulous extraordinary; excellent  
 
ordeal     envision visualize; imagine 
 
plunge     athlete  a person who competes at sports 
          
puckered     façade   a deceptive outward appearance   
              
scoop     gist  the essence of a speech or text 

 
      shimmer     puckered wrinkled; gathered tightly into folds 


